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I PREFACE 

Now it may be simple free time that you seek! This 

freedom carries three words --- time, work, and leisure. 

Time is a major element, since today's leisure is mea

sured in units of time--- hours, days, ·weeks. Work 

is included because today's time is considered free 

when not at grips with work. Work is the antonym of 

free time, but not of leisure. Leisure and free time 

live in two different rrorlds. Today lte have the habit 

of considering them the same; however, anybody can 

haye free time, but not everyone can have leisure. 
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'BRIEF HISTORY OF RECREATION] 

Preclassic: Egyptian reliefs show a large variety of 

sports and pastimes including hunting in the desert 

with borr and arroi·T and hl).nting dogs, spearing big fish 

or knocking dorm birds 1·ri th a boomerang~type missile in 

the marshes of the Nile, all of rrhich were favorite 

pastimes of leisure. After the introduction of horses, 

chariot driving became popular for those rrho sought 

challenge for entertainment. There were no organized 

games; the sportsman - invariably from the 1·real thy 

upper class - enjoyed himself in the company of his 

family and friends. For the peasants such activities 

as wrestling and other tests of skill or strength ·Nere 

popular. Soldiers performed uar dances; also rrarlike 

sports of fencing and boxing became a form of enter

tainment for leisure time. 

Many occasions called for performances of dances by 

professionals, these were usually rratched by a non

participating audience. A big-muscle activity was 

weight-lifting, which 1-ras performed with sacks filled 

with sand. Srrimming seems to be one of the oldest 

forms of relaxation for those vrho seek lei sure. 

"However, almost all of the recreation activity during 
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this period was war-oriented with the end result of 

making good warriors." 1 

The Egyptian parent allowed his children a great amount 

of leisure which is indicated by the large number of 

well-designed and elaborate toys. Games for adults, 

like the checker games of Babylonia and the game of 

senet in Egypt, had their origin during this time. 

Some other games, like tug of war, "VTere known in China 

at about 1100 B. c. 

Classic: Originality, self-expression, reason, crit

ical inquiry was the spirit of Greek expression. 

Children were trained to succeed parents, not to succeed 

by rising in the social system. Out of this organic 

society grevT an equally organic sense of person. 

Wrestling, hockey, bareback riding, throwing _or dodging 

missiles while mounted, hunting, ball playing, a type 

of lacrosse played with rackets, boxing, gymnastics, 

running, discus throwing, javelin throwing, chariot 

racing, attending athletic events, drama, spectacles, 

and contests were the forms of entertainment and 

leisure of this day. 
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"Games were private, local municipal, and panhellenic 

and took place in the stadium, the guild social hall, 

the open air theatre, the public bath, the city squares, 

and public and :j?rivate gardens." 2 

Medieval: All Europe was civilized by the end of the 

Middle Ages and feudalism prevailed. Life meant 

association; ·every person belonged to something for 

p~ote::..,.ction - a manor, a guild, a household, or a 

monastery. "The one force that transcended the tightly 

knit social hierachy as a common denominator in the 

life patterns of this time was membership in the church, 

for medieval culture was permeated by religion for it 

was the continuity." 3 The craftsman, and most of 

these people were craftsman, had a kind of art-play 

approach to life, a continuity of ~esthetic expression 

existing within the normal process of living._ There 

was great sensitivity to and dependence on common ex

periences and everyday scenes for inspiration. To a 

townsman, a walk through the woods was not an escape 

from work but arecharging of his creative energies 

for his l-Tork. 

The type of recreation and the amount of recreation 
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-depended largely on the social status of the participant. 

The average nobleman spent his hours out of doors in 

war-fare. The noble· ladies, except for attending fairs 

and festivals or watching tournaments, were usually 

kept indoors. The peasant's amusements were communal 

dances, fairs, fighting, cock fights, ice skating, 

eating, running races. The people of this day spent 

as much time as possible outdoors. 

Modern: In this modern age of today, man finds himself 

crawling out of bed around six o'clock in the morning, 

stumbling to the bathroom half awake to shave, dressing, 

and then hurring down breaRfast in order to reach his 

place of work by eight o'clock or earlier. From eight 

to five, he toils and fights for success and does not 

deviate or relax for fear of losing what he has gained. 

Five to six days pass and man then seeks leisure to 

help regenerate his mind. Where will he find this 

leisure? Maybe man will sit doun in an easy chair and 

read or maybe he and his family will recreate together 

to obtain leisure. 

On the other hand, today one liill also find man wast ;·: ing 

his time and en~rgy, being incoherent, and only occupy~ 



ing himself with what enterests his own affairs. This 

also produces an insight to another attitude of our 

modern age. 

Television, shorter working hours, labor-saving devices, 

and long week ends seem to develop our cultural and 

behavioral pattern. What is man to do with this extra 

time on his hands? "The average working American has 

3,000 waking hours off the job, equal to fourteen 

two-wreek vacations each year." 4 This free time should 

be used to seek leisure for man and his family. The 

hard working American pursues the goal of relaxation 

with dedication and discipline. "I'll have fun if it 

kills me, . seems to be the attitude. Too often, collapse 

is the product." 5 

Presently, people feel they must be occupied in many 

affairs or just 'doing something' all the time. The 

fear of not being like everyone else is tending to make 

a uniform, stere9-typed, and group-minded society of 

today. People are more susceptible to mass manipulation 

and regimentation. This trend is demanding the necessity 

for facilities of greater and more numerous common 

meeting places, based on more and more leisure for man 

and upon a greater freedom from want. 
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I RECREATION AND LEISURE I 
"Recreation and leisure are necessary i:m.gredients in our 

cultural and social pattern today." 6 A healthy man is 

one who works and recreates, .either alene or with his 

family. This true leisure he is looking for is net 

somethiDg completely different from or opposed to work; 

it is the complement te work. A man who is not employed 

cannot e•jey himself to the tullest, for he does not 

have true leisure --- he has idleness. It seems one 

can only enjoy reoreatien when he also has work or 

something to keep him busy. To some people this word 

'work' eaa also be recreation; to truely enjoy one's 

work is another aspect of leisure. 
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Since there is more time from the everyday job, it is 

felt that the life expectancy will double vThen this . 

time is used for leisure and recreation; retirement is 

at an early age and more people have more money to spend 

on recreation and its facilities. People are looking 

for something that has a dual purpose of relaxation and 

stimulation in a suitable atmosphere of change. 

"Stimulation as 1·rell as relaxation leads them, in many 

instances to fu~~ish the opportunties for strenuous 

physical exercise which use those parts of .our bodies 

not taxed by our normal exertion." 7 · Hence, the develop

ment of such an area and facility as a "Recreation 

Modulusn to provide a common meeting place for people 

to exert themselves in whatever type of leisure activity 

that best suits their interest. 

Throughout the western world people are seeking a 

happy balance between work and play, and as time pro

gresses on we seem to spend equal time on both. Man 

does not put in the hours of work of a generation ago~so 

he now has more time to spend with his family; they can 

participate in leisure together as a "unit", each member 

enjoying the type of activity that best suits his needs 
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and then sharing his experiences. Recreation facilities 

are needed that can stimulate experiences and provide 

a place rThere the "family as a unit 11 lvill grow closer 

and stronger together. 

(SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT) 

"Social development means the attaining of maturity in 

social relationships. It is the process of learning to 

conform to group standards, mores, and traditions, and 

becoming inbued with a sense of oneness, intercommuni

cation, and cooperation." 8 !-Ian 1 s social development 

into an individual is one that not only emphasises his 

want to be with others but also to participate in 
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recreational or social activities with them. "In con

trast to the social individual is the gregarious one 

who craves the presence of others, is lonely when away 

from them, but whose desire for companionship is satis

fied when he is in the presence of those of his own kind, 

regardless of participation of. any sort." 9 · 

No man is born social, in the sense that he can get 

along well with others. One must learn to make adjust

ments to all things around him, but especially to others. 

The ability to adjust can be acquired only as a result 

of opportunties to be around and among people both at 

work and leisure. To get along with people can be a 

very tryinffa· but sometimes a very re-rrarding experience 

in one's social development. 

How much advantage a man will take of opportunities 

offered outside the home for social participation has 

been influenced by the pattern set by the people around 

him. It has been found that the extent and intensity 

of social participation on the part of a man is closely 

related to the extent and intensity of his parent's 

social participation. 
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Since the first social group for man is his family, that 

group plays an important role in establishing his atti

tudes and habits. The family group contributes to man 

a readiness to belong or to feel that he is an accepted 

part of the groups with which he recreates. A man's 

social behavior and attitudes are not determined by any 

one particular aspect of the home or other early envir

onment in which he grows up. If this environment can be 

emphasised and orientated toward a 'family as a unit', 

recreating together or going to a particular location 

together, and then recreating as individuals with those 

of their Olm interest; then, this orientation will 

strengthen this unit tm·mrd a better social development 

and a closer relation among its members. Each member 

of the 'family unit' seeks leisure, which means being 

occupied in something desirable for one~s ovm interest 

- the hearing of loud music, listening to poetry, 

taking a walk, reading, or just having social inter

course l'Ti th friends chosen for their own 1·rorth. These 

individual experiences can then be shared with the 

family unit and this in itself can be leisure. 
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lcULTURAL INFLUENCES~ 
Custom and tradition are of no slight significance in 

the personality development of a person. There are 

certain socially approved patterns of behavior for both 
.. 

men and women in every culture. But in every culture, 

people are subjected to pressures to develop a per-
' 

sonali ty pattern that rrill conform as closely as 

possible to the standards set by the culture • 
. ·· - : · 

"Every cultural and subcultural group prescribes a manner 

of approved behavior, or a role, for each member of the 

group." 10 To be well adjusted in any cultural group, 

the individual must accept the approved cultural norm 

as his own standard. In a rapidly changing culture, as 

is true in America today, it is difficult for parents 

to guide their children 1 s development by standards that 
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were up held in their Olin youth. As parents improve 

their status in society, they must accept patterns of 

the new social group .with which they identify themselves. 

This results in feelings of insecurity and anxiety on 

the part of their children who must adjust to a new 

role with this change. 

Evary sacial cla~s and every cultural group produces B 

different basic personality. "The basic personality is 

the ·organization of the drives and of the emotions of 

the individual: the deeper-lying parts of mental 

behavior as compared with the more overt and visible 

aspects of mental .behavior as values. 11 11 Within a 

given cultural group, the personality patterns of diff

erent individuals will be similar, but will differ from 

those of individuals in different cultural groups because 

of the different social pressures from those groups. 

The ~asic personality pattern is dependent not so much 

upon biological inheritance as upon cultural pressures 

--- could this mean that it would be possible to shape 

almost any type of personality required for successful 

living in that culture? One might be able to have his 

personality shaped to a certain point but it is doubt-
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ful he could be completely shaped; each individual's 

drives and emotions are basic. and . the deeper mental 

behavior will be very individual~ 

Every individual's personality differs, even though the 

surrounding culture seems to tie many individuals to

gether. However, many interests in activities of 

recreation require many va~ied ~ypes of spaces for this 
.. 

time of leisure. The cultural influence on this time 

of leisure for the individual finds him trying to con-

form to the standards set by the cul t :::uret in most cases. 
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ITHE FAMILY:f 

r~n earlier decades the family has been in transition 

from an institutional to a companionship form. This 

transition was in part the result of major social changeE 

which placed families in a radically different enviro

nment.11 12 The farm people have begun to move from 

the farm to the towns, mobile homes provide a residence 

of mobility instead of stability, and the life cycle 

which continues for years after the children have est

ablished homes of their ovm, shous this transition of 

change. These changes resulted in situations in rrhich 

the small family unit became the major area of intimate, 

affectional association. 

11 The family has been characterized as a primary group, 

with ~mphasis on intimate, informal, and unrestricted 
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·communication ... 13 Within this family unit a structure 

of designated positions seem to evolve with an allocation 

of authority, and diyision of labor. 

However, 'due to the stronger social pressures, urban

ization, and mobility, the family of the modern today is 

changing. Modern family life has become a curious mix

ture of tranquility and confusion instead of the earlier 

companionship form. Social intercourse is carried on 

under trying circumstances. Breakfast is hurried, 

lunch is often entirely eliminated from the home and 

dinner provides the only opportunity for the meeting of 

the general members of the family and the exchange of 

ideas. And even dinner is sandwiched in betvreen en

gagements with the different members of the family din

ing with one eye on the clock or television. What is 

happening to our modern family, 1·rhy is there a sudden 

change? More and more social demands on every member of 

a family keep each going his separate rray; before long 

the once intimate family unit becomes a point of con

fusion. \·lives and mothers have become breadrrinners 

while commercialized entertainment lures youg and old 

alike from the family circle. The lack of communication 
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between the children and parents has become a definite 

barrier of togetherness. There needs to be a space 

where this once intimate family Un.it can regain their 

companionship type of organization. 

With a new concept of leisure, shorter working hours, 

and more time for recreation, the family unit should 

grow to function as a whole rather t~an a scattered 

mass of confusion. The development of a "Recreation 

Modulus" based on the 'family unit participation' will 

develop methods and spaces for healthful forms of play 

and entertainment. Each member can experience sociat 

contacts with others through different activities and 

then share this rTith the other members of his family. 
.. . 

This Molulus will be a real physical quanity and variety 

of activities that will provide leisure, relaxation, 

and recreational participation, for the 1family unit'. 

This does not mean the family members must participate 

in one activity alone; but, rather experiencing activities 

that best suits each member and then sharing this with 

his family. Better communication among these members 

will tend to lessen the misunderstanding of recreat~ 

ional interest levels; the great demand of social 
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pressures will deteriorate as each member becomes more 

envolved with the enterests of the 'family unit'; and 

commercialized entertairi.ment will become less important 

for the individual than the envolvement in leisure and 

recreation with his fpmily. 

I Tnm, _WORK, AND LEISURE I 
nin this age, time is a major element that affects 

every individual and thus limits his leisure to hours, 

days, and weeks. n 14 }Ian is at work on an average 

schedule from 8:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. five days .. a 

week. Pressures, tensions, worries, meetings, and 

schedules to meet usually occupy his day; thus, leaving 
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him with little time for relaxation and leisure. vfhen 

man gets home he is tired, suffering from a dull 

headache, and needs to relieve his tensions on something 

- not his wife, kids, or the fan;1ily dog; but he needs 

a particular place he can go to unwind. Let him pick 

up that golf club and hit, that ball 200 yards down the 

fairway, maybe pretending he just knocked the top off 

that big deal he has been working on; his wife picks 

him up in a golf cart and away they go to his next 
\ 

·triumph; while the kids ·are back at the club in the 

youth center or ball courts. Then, back at home the 

family sits donn to dinner and each member shares his 

experiences . of the day • . Nan has relieved his mind and 

regenerated it to meet a neif day. The family unit 

experienced a true state of being --- leisure, which 

few ever achieve in this time and age. 

To some people, to exert oneself and work for the sake 

of relaxation and amusement seems silly and somewhat 

childish. Yet there are. those rrho actually work for 

their enjoyment, relaxation, and can even consider it 

their leisure. Each person is an individual; his 

feelings toward leisure and relaxation can be quite 
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different from someone elses, so it is not unusual for 

someone to feel that work is his leisure. However, it 

is a more popular trend to leave · one's uork to relax; 

everyone needs some form of relaxation for one should 

not lvork constantly. lile need amusements and recreation 

to restore, to recreate ourselves for our occupation 

and to better meet each challenge, problem, or decision 

that confronts us each day. 

"Leisure is active though not necessarily a highly 

visible kind of activity." 15 One can have leisure 

by simply reading a book, observing the 1-:ray a leaf 

floats . on a pond, or simply taking a stroll through 

the park --- it does not have to be a foursome on 

eighteen holes of golf, or a quick game of touch 

football. ~~n should occupy himself in something that 

will releive his mind from labor. He must use this 

time not as spare time, but as leisure, for spare 

time is not leisure. Today they are thought of as the 

same; but, anyone can have spare time --- not everyone 

can have le~sure. 

There is a danger in this modern day that the idea of 
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leisure will be mistaken or dropped. If it is mistaken 

for spare time, it will be thought of as the opposite 

of work --- unproductive. Man must be encouraged to 

occupy his mind with productive activities. The 

"Recreation Modulus" offers spaces and activittes 

for man to relieve himself from his tensions and 

produce new ideas to meet the problems of a new day. 
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"RECREATION MODULUS" OBJECTIVES 

The idea of a modulus is based upon a physical quantity 

of activities that express the function of recreation, 

and center upon the 'Family Unit' as the participant. 

The "Recreation Modulus" is proposed to create an 

environment where the family members can enjoy them

selves in the company of their friends. Each member 

can enjoy himself. He will be able to participate in the 

activity that best suits his leisure; thus, laying his 

work aside and recharging his creative energies in a 

productive manner. 

This facility will provide numerous meeting places with 

a dual purpose of relaxation and stimulation in a 

suitable atmosphere of change. Meeting places are for 

the exchanging of ideas, self-expression, or simply to 

talk over old experiences; these provide for a necessary 

aspect of leisure and relaxation. This should be a 

place for creative leisure, not for spare time or idleness. 

Emphasis will be placed on a better c·ommunication 

between parents and children by creating an environment 
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that can be shared by recreating together. Parents 

have a tendency -to try to develop standards for their 

children that held ·true when they were young. This 

sometimes causes an insecure feeling for the children; 

they are trying to adjust to a new and climbing world 

with old standards. It is hoped that the "Recreation 

lilodulus" will hold . the family together by advancing the 

parents objectives to meet with the modern day ideals. 

The 1Family Unit' should remain as a unit --- each 

member should strengthen this 1.mi t tm-rard a · better · 

social development and understanding. 

Stress ·must be placed upon the social participation of 

the parents and children; since the first social group 

for a person is his family, that group plays an important 

role in establishing his attitudes and habits towards 

recreation. It is hoped that th~ individual will 

develop a better social development in this recreational 

area as a result of many opportunities to be rrith all 

types of individuals. 

The "Recreation 1·iodulus rr is not a country club. 

Country clubs '\iere intended for · family use, but seem 
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to be more of a status symbol than an area for family 

participation. The father slips off f .rom the family 

and heads for this sanctuary of escape or uses it as 

a place of business dealings, in most cases. However, 

there are those who indulge as man and wife in .the ever 

groliing sport of golf- but horr many families do you 

see participating as a 1family unit 1 ? 

Today, the modern family is involved in more activities 

which tend to spread the members in many directions of 

interest. The home is becoming only a place to eat and 

sleep rather than an environment of togetherness. 

Activities will become more and more numerous for each 

member; but there must be something that will orientate 

him back to a qompanionship form of family life. It 

is proposed, that by having an area where the family as 

a unit can participate in activities of recreation and 

leisure, that each member will develop interest toward 

the family rather than away from it. 
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I PROGRAM I 
I am proposing for my thesis project a "Recreational 

Modulus" to be centered around the idea of the 'family 

unit 1 participation. The 1family 1 will be the basic 

unit that will be emphasized in this physical quantity 

of activities. It is felt that recreation and leisure 

for the entire family should be the main objective, 

thus creating a b~tter understanding and communication 

among the members of the 1family unit'. 

Three .. large property o·wners and promoters of Tempe, 

Arizona have decided upon such a project for their 

community to help increase the social potential of this 

area. The particular site chosen for the "Recreation 

Modulus" lies in a central orientation point to Tempe, 

Phoenix, and Scottsdale, Arizona. 

By co~paring this project to country clubs and recreation 

centers, the group has decided to limit the membership 

to 1,500 members. (800 corporate members and 700 

junior members; corporate members enjoy full privileges 

while junior members are restricted to social activities.) 
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The initial membership fee will be $1,500 for the 

corporate members and $500 for the junior members. 

($500 of the corporate member's fee purchases stock.) 

The monthly dues will be $35 for the corporate members 

and ~~25 for the junior members; also, there will be 

yearly charges for liquor storage, locker rental and 

golf cart rental. Ne1-r members ·uill be selected by a 

committee elected by the members for that purpose. 

Transfer of membership vri thin a family "'vill be to the 

oldest son or daughter. The initial membership fee 

will be held in escrow until a sufficient amount of 

money is raised to start the project. 

Upon the selection of the board of trustees and the 

election of a president, the actual physical project 

will begin to take shape. The basic physical 

requirements will be as follows: (approximate _ sq. footage) 

ADr-HNISTRATION - 2,000 sq. ft. 

·There will be a general manager and an assistant 

manager to oversee the entire establishment. A 

bookkeeper and two secretaries will be needed also 

for the main administrative control. 
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There will be a need for a recreation director, a 

health director, a golf manager and a landscape 

manager. Other areas of management that might 

occur will be placed under the supervision of one 

of the above managers. 

manager 
assistant manager 

.---------~ bookkeeper 

SOCIAL - 1l~,OOO sq.ft. 

secretary 
secretary - typist 

recreation director 
health director 
landscape manager 
golf manager 

This particular area uill include a kitchen (1,500 

sq.ft.), dining and ball room to seat around 500 

people (8,000 sq. ft.), a cocktail lounge liith enter

_tainment area (3,000 sq.ft.), and a club room (800 

sq.ft.). Also, restrooms, coatrooms, and a lobby 

will be in conjunction with this area. 
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ball room 

~------, restrooms, coat room, lobby ...__...----J 

cocktail lounge 
club room 

LEISURE --- 5,000 sq.ft. 

This area will be composed of a variety of act

ivities. There 1'Till be a casual dining area ( 1, 200 

sq.ft.), a snack area (300 sq.ft.), private party 

room. (1 ,200 sq. ft.) ·which can be sub-divided, 

library (400 sq • .. ft. ) , interior ter:i:·ace, exterior 

terraces, meeting and conversation rooms (1,500 sq. 

ft.), television lounge (400 sq.ft.), and a 

children's nursery located near to this area. 

casual dining area 
~------------_, snack area 

party room 

interior terrace 
~----------, exterior terraces 

meeting rooms 
~--------------~ conversation rooms 

television lounge 
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TEEN.-AG E AREA - 4, 300 sq. ft. 

There will be a particular area for teen-age act

ivity. This rrill include· a · dance and entertain

ment area (2,000 sq.ft.),. television lounge (400 

sq. ft.), game rooms (1,500 s~. ft.), and snack 

area (300 sq. ft.). 

OUTDOOR RECREATION --- 15,000 sq. ft. & 260 acres 

Recreation is a variety of different activities for 

enjoyment and .leisure. The main areas will be as 

follows: an 18 hole golf course . (160 acres), a 9 

hole golf course (80 acres), a pitch and putt · course 

{20 acres), a indoor putting green (1,200 sq. ft.), 

sv-rimming pool, tennis courts, volley ball and hand 

ball courts, l-Ien's 19th hole (800 sq.ft.), Homen's . . . 

19th hole (800 sq. ft.), health studios-- two,for 

men and women (1,200 sq. ft.), and men and women 
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lo6ker areas (8,000 sq. ft.). 

18 hole course 
r---------------------~9 hole course 

pitch and putt 

.---------------~ 

indoor putting green 

swimming :Pool 
ten.ll.is courts 
volley ball courts 
hand ball courts 

men health studio 
~--------------~women health studio 

men;s locker area 
'-------------------~-1 women 1 s locker area 

OTHER --- 5, 400 sq. ft. 

This area will include a pro-shop (2,000 sq. ft.), 

cart storage, grounds maintenance storage, and 

mechanical areas. 

~here "'iill be spaces throughout the entire complex 

· rThere one can enjoy a leisurely ualk or just be by 

himself; these will occur during the design phase 

of the project. Also, the:rewill be six guest rooms 

(1,400 sq. ft.), to be used for special guests of 

any member; these rooms can also serve as small 

private party rooms. 
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cart- storage 
~------------~ grounds maintenance storage 

~------------~ leisure areas through-out site 

This program is projected toward the potential social 

development of the upper-middle _class and lower-upper 

class of the people in the Tempe, Arizona area. 
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(GENERAL SITE) 

Tempe, Arizona lies at an elevation of approximately 1100 

feet, and is in the heart of the Salt River Valley, 

_a broad, oval-shaped, nearly flat plain which has 

created an oasis in the mountainous . desert ·country 

which surrounds it. The Salt River Mountains are about 

six miles south of the city and rise to an elevation 

of 2600 feet. Eight miles to the northeast, the 

Phoenix Hountains reach an elevation of 2300 feet. 
I 

Eighteen miles to the southwest are the Estrella 

Mountains (3300 feet) and 25 miles to the west you 

will find the TtThite Tanks (4000 feet). Approximately 

40 miles to the east, the abrupt face of the Super

stition Mountains marks the edge of the Valley. The 

Superstitions rise to 4600 feet. · Behind these ranges 

which ring the Valley can be seen the highest mountains 

that go up over 7000 feet. 

During spring months, south~·rest and west winds 

predominate this region; also, during the summer, there 

are locally gusty winds, usually from an easterly 

direction. 
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This particular area has been chosen due to its year 

around climate and the boom of popularity for this 

locale. It is felt ·that the dry climate t-rill lend 

.itself to the ever growing demand for more leisure 

and recreation. 
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I SPECIFIC SITE I 
The specific location of the "Recreation 1-iodulus rr has 

been chosen due to its central orientation point to 

Tempe, Phoenix, and Scottsdale, Arizona. The site is 

identified as being in Tempe, Arizona due to the 

topographical quadrangle surveyed by the United States 

Department of the Interior Geological Survey. 

The specific site is located four and one half miles 

from downtown Tempe, five miles .from downto1in Scottsdale, 

and four and one half miles from dormtoim Phoenix. Facts 

concerning the site are as folloYTs: 

1). Central location 

2). Three and one half miles from Phoenix Municipal 
Airport 

3). One mile from Van Buren and Washington streets 
(4-lane); these are the main arteries 

4). vla ter canal lies at east edge of site 

5). Lies at edge of Papago State Park 

6) .• ·Near Arizona Do1ms Race Track 

7}. Edge of ?ew housing developments 

The "Recreation !·lodulus" location is enclosed by 48:th 

stre~t to the West, 44th street to the East, McDowell 
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Road to the South and Thomas Road to the North. The 

site varies from an elevation of 1200 feet to the 

northeast to 1170 feet· in the southwest. 

Presently on the site there exists an old school which 

has been vacant for five years, and a few other 

structures that are of no use any more. Also there 

are four radio station towers that will be moved to 

new locations. The _site contains approximately 300 

acres of good soil; there are a .fe1-r tr.ees, but mostly 

cactus and grass compose the ground cover. 

It is proposed that 260 acres -vrill be needed for the 

three areas of golf. The remainder of the site will 

be used for the actual structures and activities of 

the "Recreation Ivlodulus". 
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[HoT-ARID REGION (Tempe, Arizona) I 
The following are facts about the general site area: 

1). TEMPERATURE: The highest recorded temperature 

for this area is 118 degrees and the 1·owest is 

16 degrees. As only 1% (about 88 hours per year) 

rises above 106 degrees, this is recommended as 

the design temperature value for summer conditions. 

For '\"linter design temperature 32 degrees can be 

taken, as only 1% hours per year go lower. The 

region is characterized by large (about 30 degrees) 

daily temperature variation. I wish to design.for 

a temperature change f~om 25 degrees to 100 degrees. 

TEMP. DISTRIBUTION lli ANNUAL HOURS: 

-over 105 degrees •••.•••• 2%~ ••••••• occurs sometimes 
in June, July, and 

85 to 105 

65 to 85 

45 to 65 
25 to 45 

under 25 

tl 

" 

II 

11 

" 

· August afternoons • 
•••••••. 23% ••••••• normal afternoon 

temp. from Hay to 
October • 

•••••••• 33% ••••••• generally April 
and ]flay, September 
and October temp. 

•••••••• 32% ••••••• major winter climate 
•••••••• lO% ••••••• December, January, 

and February usually 
nocturnal temp • 

•••••••• l% •••••••• occurs only an 
exceptional cases 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

2). SUN: The sun•s intensity values are the highest 

of all regions in the u.s. Average solar heat in 
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June received on a horizontal plane ranges from 

2100 to 2800 Btu/sq. ft./day; with hourly maximum 

of around 350 Btu/sq. ft. Minimum horizontal 

solar radiation in January varies between 511 and 

1200 Btu/sq. ft./day. Throughout the year there 

are 84% actual sunshine hours compared to the 

possible hour~. Maximum occurs in June with 

93%, m1nimum. in January rTi th 75%. Solar heat, with 

adequate arrangements, may be sufficient for 

heating requirements during underheated periods. 

3). WIND: Prevailing wind axis lies in a East-West 

direction. The highest wind velocities, which 

can be utilized in spring and fall, occur in the 

afternoons. Exceptionally strong winds are not 

to be expected. Winds over 20 mph might be dust 

laden. Night rrinds follo-rr topography with cool 

air drainage from the mountains. Day winds come . 

from the south, southeast, and the south1-Test; 

westerly directions prevail at afternoons, and 

are more pronounced in summer. 

4). PRECIPITATION: The average yearly rainfall is 

about eight inches, with a minimum of two to 
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three inches. Usually there is a trace of rain 

every month. Driest months are May and June. July, 

August, September, are relatively the uettest. 

5). RELATIVE HU£-IIDITY AND VAPOR PRESSURE: The air is 

dry during all periods of the year. In June 

the relative humidity ranges bet"'·Teen 10 and 40%. 

In January it varies from 34% to 60% during the 

day. 

11 The climatic environment of the hot-arid region is 

marked by clear slcy, relatively long overheated period, 

dry atmosphere, and large diurnal temperature range. 

Sites at low levels, but still above valley floor, 

can benefit from cool air flovr. VIa ter bodies moderate 

the extreme temperatqres and by evaporation secure 

desirable micro-climate effects. The cool morning 

conditions regulate the orientation axis of the layout 

for early heat intake, with provision for shade in 

the later hours.· 11 l6 
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I ARIZONA I 
1). Area is 113,909 square miles with 334 square miles 

of water · 

2). Population in 1960 was 1,302,161 

3). Arizona.is known for its sunny, dry climate and 

its vast plains and plateaus dotted with mesas 

and scenic mountains and scored by deep canyons. 

The plateaus of northern Arizona are composed of 

nearly horizontal sedimentary rock strata, much 

eroded. Across the central portion of. the state 

extends an irregular band of igneous and metam~rphic 

rock, including vast lava flous and extinct 

volcanic cones. 
-- . -~ 

4). The Colorado Plateau includes about half the area 

of Arizona and it ha·s an elevation mostly above 

5,000 feet. The surface is rolling and shows 

only moderate relief except where great table-like 

masses of rock stand up above the general plateau 

level in the form of mesas and buttes. The 

otherwise fairly level surface of the plateau is 

scarred by basins and stands in a series of vast 

terraces separated by escarpments. 
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5). Light precipitation and lorr humidity characterize 

the climate of Arizona. There are generally 

clear skies and. much sunshine tending to produce 

a considerable daily range of temperature. The 

temperature may be great in the heat of the day, 

but nights are refreshingly cool. The winter 

season is especially agreeable, with much sunshine 

and low· humidity. In consequence, it is a 

popular rrinter resort area. Because of the mild 

winters, the gro-vring seaf?on in Arizona is very 

long. Precipitation varies greatly with elevation 

and also exposure. Generally, from the Little 

Colorado River northeast, the rain. fall averages 

less than 10 inches ~ year and at lower elevations 

in southwesten1 Arizona the average is usually 

less than 5 inches. 

6). Tempe receives an average annual precipitation of 

7.62 inches. 

7). The rainy seasons are from July through September, 

when most of the precipitation falls, and from 

December ~hrough Narch. 

8). Light winds from the southwest prevail, a,nd during 
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the warm season dust storms are frequent. 

9). Arizona's soils are desert or semiarid types, 

deficient in humus and high, sometimes excessively 

so, in minerals. Ho1·rever, with the aid of 

irrigation they commonly can be made highly 

productive for agriculture. Drought•resistant 

shrubs and small trees, including the mesquite 

and ironwood are widespread. After good rains 

the desert and dry lands of Arizona are trans

formed by the appearance of masses of brightly 

colored florrers. 

10). The population of Arizona in 1960, -- 1,302,161 

marked an increase of 73.7% over the 1950 figure; 

in the 10 years Arizona ros~ .from 37th to 35th in 

rank among the states according to population. 

11). Natural Resources: The soil of Arizona, rrhen and 

where irrigation is used, is productive.- In the 

higher areas are forests, some of Ponderosa pine 

and Douglas fir, which provide lumber. The state 

is rich in minerals; until recently the chief 

source of its wealth. Almost 70% of Arizona land 

is is under federal o-wnership, including several 

national forests. 
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12). Agriculture and mining provide the -material~ for 

much of Arizona's industry, which has become im

portant only in . recent years. The smelting and 

refining of copper is the largest industrial 

process. 

13). Many highways cross Arizona: 

East to \'lest •••••••••• 60, 66, 70, and 80 

North to South •••••••• 89, 93, 466, and 666 

NOTE: The above information concerning Arizona 
was furnished by the Phoenix Chamber of 
Commerce. 
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I DESIGN CONCLUSIONS FOR SITE 1 
. 1 ) • The closed building arrangements around green areas 

are preferable; ·thu~, utilizing the evaporative 

cooling effec.ts and night out-going radiation 

losses. 

2). The ~alled-in building arrangement can benefit from 

cool air pool effects. Heat producing areas should 

be separated from other areas of the structure. 

The building forms should have minimum solar pro

jection. 

3). The placing of vegetation is desirable both as a 

radiation absorbent surface and for its evapor

ative and shade giving properties. There should be · 

4). 

· concentration of plant and grass covered areas in 

the manner of.an "oasis" • 
. 

Deep room arrangements can be used as a cooling 

contrast to intense outdoor heat. Use of low 

emissivity "cool 11 colors reduces heat reflection on 

interior surfaces. Connection with patio areas 

has a cooling effect on adjacent spaces. 

5). By using smail openings one can reduce intense 

radiation. Windo1·1s should be shielded from direct 

radiation, and set high to protect from ground rad

iation. Openings should be tight closing as pro-
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tection against high diurnal heat and dust. 

6). The walls of daytime living areas should be of 

heat storing materials; walls of night-use rooms 

should be of materials with light heat capacity. 

7). Generally, heat storage insulation·is best, rrhich 

uses the effect of outgoing radiation .for daily 

heat balance. How-ever, a shaded, ventilated roof 

is also applicable, primarily over night-use rooms. 

Water spray or pool on the roof could be effective. 
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PREFACE 

"I_~~1an is demanding more and better recreation facilities." 

Twenty years ago, man worked from sun-up to sun-set 

and occasionally had time for leisure activity. 

Ten years later, man's 'iiork day became shorter and he 

envolved himself in leisure activities. Today, man 

works even shorter hours and has more and more leisure 

time. . This leisure time has become a very dominating 

part of his everyday life. 
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CONCEPT 

The demand and need for a community recreation facility 

in the Tempe, Arizona area developed the idea of a 

"Recreation 11odulus 11 * for this thesis project~ 

Three promoters desire to increase social potential 

by developing a closer relationship of a select group 

of people in a recreational community setting. The 

bas~c premise upon rrhich this idea formulated arose 

from the problem of the family unit being dispersed 

by an increase in varied activities. It is desired 

to establish a community that rrill provide many 

recreational activities that may be participated in 

and enjoyed by all members of a family together. 

* The definition of a modulus is a physical quantity; 

this quantity can express a function; in this case, 
.. 

the physical quantity is space environments that 

express the function-recreation. 
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PROGRAM 

Summation: 

The promotion of the "Recreation Modulus 11 is be.sed 

upon a corporative type of 01-mership. The three men 

behind this program have selected the site and are 

developing its potential recreational character. 

This community v-rill be self-governed by the property 

O"lmers; anyone selling or buying i'lill be approved 

before final settlement is concluded. This is to 

assure the quality of the community and insure its 

o~~ers against any loss in property value. 

The development of the original program will be handled 

by the promoters. These men will be the controlling 

body in the selection of desired property owners for 

their community. lihen the select number of people is 

obtained {1,000 people or 275 families) an election 

of the board of trustees and president will be 

performed; the actual physical project will begin to 

take shape upon the selection of the governing council. 

The site is desj_gned for the construction of sixty

f1.v.e homes and two condominium complexes. These 
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areas are so placed · for maximun flovr and circulation 

throughout the site. Green areas are stressed in and 

around each property for the beautification and pleasant 

character that is desired in the community. Buffer 

zones of landscaping· have been designed to control 

the visual subjection to any future developments around 

the site. 

Operation: 

Upon approval by the promoting body, the corporate 

member will then choose the property desired. The 

lots will range in size from . l50 foot fronts to 

225 foot fronts with an average depth of 125 feet. 

The condominium complexes will provide ·one, t1·ro, and 

three bedroom units that will include dining, living, 

family room, utility, and storage . spaces; these units 

will be designed for flexibility to adjust to reasonable · 

custom design by each ovmer. 

The cost of each. lot or unit will vary due to its size. 

Lots will range from .lO to 20 thousand dollars per 

lot-there ivill be a minimum cost restriction of 

~50, 000 on each house. · The condominium units will 
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range from ~75,000 to $150,000-this is based not 

only on size but also on the custom design of each unit. 

The lot cost and unit cost includes a @5,000 construction 

fee for the erection of the four facilities that will 

provide spaces for many of the leisure activities; 

these facilities are---hobby and crafts facility, 

party and games facility, locker and health club 

facility, and the bar and lounge facility. It is 

felt that each property ormer should pay a standard 

fee due to availability of all facilities to each 

family. 

For the operation of the "Recreation Nodulus", a 

. monthly expense fee will be charged to each family 

in the range of $50. This fee wi+l include~grounds 

maintenance, golf course greens and area upkeep, 

facility clean-up and upkeep, repairs, salaries of 

the business manager, secretary,and ground cre1·r. 

Physical Requirements: 

The four facilities. will be the actual architectural 

statement presented in this thesis. The homes and two 

condom].n.iums are in direct relation to the recreation 
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facilities and leisure activity areas. Following are 

the physical requirements for each facility: 

A. Hobby and Crafts Facility -- 13,600 sq. ft. 

1. There rrill be a lecture hall and com.m.uni ty 

meeting· room which vrill seat 250 people. 

This area is used for lectures, meetings, 

small plays, and music . recitals. 

(2,800 sq. ft.) 

2. Hand crafts 1-rill be provided for the 

hobbiest and craftsman. This space will 

offer many and. varied things such as--

needle rrorl\:, copper tooling, ceramics, 

pottery, and quilting. 

( 700 sq. ft. ) 

3. There 'i·rill be a drm·ring and painting lab. 

Many variations of these activities will 

be experienced in this space. 

(600 sq. ft.) 

4. Wood crafts is becoming quite a challenge 

and activity of many people. This area 

will .have tools, wood storage, and varied 

types of saws for the craftsman. 

(~50 sq. ft.) 
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5. A smali reference and research library 

is provided for the display of techniques 

in the many activities of this area. 

(600 sq. ft.) 

6. A kitcr1en area is located in this structure. 

It is us~d for cooking demonstrations, 

coffees, and used in conjunction. v-ri th the 

large picnic area near the building. 

(400 sq. ft.) 

7. There are areas for display of the crafts 

that will be created in this structure. 

These displays are contained in the lounge, 

conversation spaces, and c.ourtyard area. 

B. Pa ~y and Games Facility ---8,300 sq. ft. 

1. Two party rooms are provided for small 

private parties. These can also be used 

for game rooms if the need should arise. 

(1,800 sq. ft.) 

2. A television lounge is located in this 

facility. 

(600 sq. ft.) 

3. There is a snack bar and eating area to 

serve this activity space. 
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(1,000 sq. ft.) 

4. An upstairs game room is located above 

~he covered observation deck and is in 

close relationship to the S"'"Timming pool. 

(1,200 sq. ft.) 

5. Also, above the pool area and in conjmlc

tion with the game area, is the card. room. 

(600 sq. ft.) 

6 . . This facility has covered decks and 

patios for the leisure enjoyment. 

c. Locker and Health Club Facility --- 14,200 sq. · ft. 

1. A men's locker area and health club 

are prrivided in this facility. There are 

spaces for 500 lockers, -workout space, 

E;team room, sho1·mrs, and rub down areas. 

(6,700 sq. ft.) 

2. An athletid supply shop is located in 

this facility to provide sports equip

ment for the many activities. 

(600 sq. ft.) 

3. A women's locker area and health club 

are provided in this facility. Areas 

provide for exercise, stimulation, and 
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relaxation. There are 500 lockers, 

steam room, showersJ and rub dorm areas. 

( 6, 300 sq_. ft. ) 

4. Also, in conjunction vTith this activity 

space is a golf cart storage and repair 

area. (24 carts) 

( 600 sq • f t . ) · 

D. Bar and Lounge Facility --- 5,000 sq. ft. 

1. A men's 19th hole is provided in this 

facility. A bar area, conversation . 

. lounge, and card areas , .. comprise the 

activities in this space. 

(1,500 sq. ft.) 

2. A snack bar is provided for the quick 

s.nack between holes of golf. It is also 

in conjunction with the Health Club. 

( 800 sq_. ft. ) 

3. A women's 19th hole is provided in this 

structure •. Conversation lounge, a small 

bar, and card areas provide activities 

in this space. 

( 1 , 500 sq • ft. ) 
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4. A covered observation deck is located 

·betvreen the 19th holes. This space it 

to provide a good vie11 of the 9.th and 

18th holes and serve as a cool shaded 

area for relaxation and conversation. 

Cost Analysis: 

The cost for construction of the four structures is 

based on a average cost of $17 per sq. ft. This cost 

is for the wood and timber construction using Douglas 

Fir (inland region), 

A. Hobby and Crafts 

13,600 sq. ft. x $17 = $231,200 

B. Party and Games 

8,300 sq. ft. X @17 = 314l,lb0 

c. Locker and Health Club 

14,200 sq. ft. x $17 = ~251,400 
D. Bar and Lounge 

5,000 sq. ft. x· ~17 = ~ 85,000 

Total Cost $708,700 

The fees for construction of the four facilities 

uas set at i}5 ,000 per property 01-mer. There are 
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275 families that will live in the "Recreation Modulus" 

co:nimunity. 

(initial income for construction) 

35,000 X 275 .= $1,375,000 

The monthly expense to operate this project is 

covered by a $50 :per family monthl:Y dues. 

(operating income) 

$50 x 275. =~13t750 per month 

Summation of Cost Analysis: 

t~tal cost - = $ .708,700 

construction income = $1,375,000 

monthly income for 

operating expenses = $ 13,750 
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DESIGN ANALYSIS 

The·d~sign process for the development of the 

"Recreation Nodulus 11 started by decid.ing upon a basic 

unit from uhich to work. This unit belng the family 

consisting of four persons--- the father, mother~ and 

two teen-age children.· The reason for stating 

teen-age children is based on economics. The family 

that .. could afford·to live in such a community would 

have to be well established financially. This 

firiancial rank most generally could not be obtained 

in a young family with small children. 

The leisure and recreational activities that each 

member could possibly be involved in deVeloped the 

next step of design. By talcing each family member 

and listing their activities, thei seemed to fall 

into four categories: sports activities, active 

activities, leisure activities, and private activities. 

These are listed as follorrs-

1. Sports Activities: 

golf 
volleyball 
basketball 
football 
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handball 
tennis 



2. Active Activities: 

bowling 
skiing 
boating 
horse back riding 
swimming 
church 110rk 
gardening 
shuffle board 

3. Leisure Activities: 

reading 
visiting 
playing cards 
playing pool 
picnics 
rTood working 
social drinking 
watching TV 
walking 

4. Private Activities: 
' 

reading 
walking 

parties 
dancing 
racing 
motor cycle riding 
seiving 
cooking 
badminton 

arts and crafts 
singing 
scrapbooks 
listening to records 
movies 
working on cars 
dralfing · 
horse shoes . 

thinking 
writing 

The next step was to relate these activities within 

each category and then design an architectural statement 

of these relationships. The scale and scope became 

very large, thus being financially unfeasible. 

The idea of the fmaily unit being closer together 

did not develop, but rTas hindered by many activities 

eliminating certain members. 
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The recreational activities were then revised to include 

only t ·he activities that every membercould participate 

in together. The scale then started to indicate a 

neighborhood or community development. 

This type of development started the ·~ecreation 

11odulus 11 in the proper direction that best sui ted · 

the family unit scale. These activities were refined 

into the following space environments: 

1. Hobby and Crafts 

a. lecture hall and meeting area 
b. hand craft area 
c. drawing and painting area 
d. wood craft area 
e. library area 
f. cooking demonstration area 
g. conversation areas 

2. Party and Games 

a. party rooms 
b. television lounge 
c. game room 
·d. card room 
e. snack bar 

3. Locker and Health Club 

a. men's area 
b. women's area 

· 4. Bar and ~ounge 

a. men's 19th hole 
b. women's 19th hole 
c. snack area 
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These internal acti~ity spaces were then related 

to outdoor activities such as: volleyball, tennis, 

swimming, badminton, handball and golf. The space 

environments developed a definite relationship among 

the activities selected for the community ·scale. 

~hn's need for a recreation_facility to provide 

enjoyment and relaxation 1ms accomplished in the 
11Recreation Ivlodulus 11 community. A closer relationship 

was stimulated among the family members by lessening 

the misunderstanding of recreational interest levels. 

The great demand of social pressures will deteriorate 

as each member becomes more involved with the interests 

of the 'family unit', and commercialized entertainment 

will become l~ss important for the individual than the 

involvement in ·leisure and recreation with his family. 

14 





SITE 

Location: 

The specific site location has been moved to the eastern 

slope of the ~apago State Park from the original 

location as set forth in this thesis project. The 

site is still near Tempe, Arizona, but located in a 

more suitable setting at the foot hills of the state 

park. Facts that concern the site selection are as 

follows: 

1. lies at the eastern edge of Papago State Park 

2. centrally located: 

3 miles south of Scottsdale 

2 miles north of Tempe 

8 miles west of Mesa 

6~ miles east of Phoenix 

3. irrigation canal on western edge of site: 

water supply for ground 

cooling effect across site 

4. major 4-lane access 1~ miles to the southwest . 

5. 3 miles south of: 

Arizona Dorn1s Race Track 

Dog Race Track 
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Physical Conditions! 

The size of the site for this thesis project covers 

480 acres (160 acres consist of the golf course). 

There is a slope in the site from the eastern edge ' to 

the 1-1estern edge of 20 feet in 4,064 feet. Small 

hills and lou areas comprise the terrain, the greatest 

change in elevation is.30 feet in 50 feet; the average 

elevation for the site is 1250 feet. The prevailing 

winds are from east to west 1fhich follow· the topography 

with cool air drainage from the mountains at an average 

speed of 20 mph. The average rainfall for this site 

location is eight inches, with a minimum of tv-ro to 

three inches. 

Climate: 

The climate environment of the hot-arid region is 

marked by clear sky, relatively long overheated 

period, dry atmosphere, and large diurnal temperature 

range. The highest rec.orded temperature is 118 

degrees.,- and the lm·rest is 16 degrees. 
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STRUCTURAL SYSTEM 

The basic structural system .is post and beam. Due 

to the character ·that is accomplished in the archi

tectural stateme:nts tli.e fundamental materials are . . 

wood, timber, stone, · and glass. The type of \'lood is 

Douglas Fir (inland region) and is treated with a 

vl olmanized vrea ther treatment. 

The structural design lias c~lculated from the maximum 

span of 30 feet. The system was over designed to 

accomplish the esthetic character desired. Loads 

are based on t~e conditions of the Tempe, Arizona, 

region: live load used = 15 lbs. and dead load used = 
20 lbs. {total load is 35 lbs.) (residential loadings) 

Summation of Calculations: 

total -span area 

total load 

· beani total load 

end-reactions 

maximum moment 

(toinchlbs.) 

17 

300 sq. ft. 

35 psf 

10,500 lbs. 

5,250 lbs. 

38,825 psi' 

12 

467,900 inch lbs. 



The s~ction modulus required: 

S = Hjf = 4§LJ_QQ 
1200 = 39.0 in. 3 

Beam size = 3rt x 10 11 timber beam (30 ft. span) 

NOTE: The sizing for this beam was taken from 

the National Design Specification. 

Special condition of sizing in lecture hall and 

meeting room. 

total span area 400 sq. ft. 

total load 35 psf 

beam total load 14,000 lbs. 

Beam size = 4 11 x 14 11 timber beam l40 ft. span) 



MECHANICAL SYSTEM 

The air conditioning system chosen for the four facilities 

·is an 11all air system". The :particular system is a 

''l:>ingle Duct, variable volume". This system supplies 

a single stream of refrigerated air or hot air at 

normal velocity. Capacity is adjusted to load by 

automatic volume control. 

Air Conditioning: (estimation) 

A. Hobby and Crafts --- 13,600 sq. ft. 

Residential design - 11 Large capacity" 

NOTE: · refrigeration sq. footage per ton 

equals 500 ·sq. ft. per ton 

Divide 500 sq. ft. per ton of ~efrigeration 

into sq. footage of building to get total 

tons of air conditioning. 

~600 sa. f~ = 28 tons 
500 sq. ft.;ton 

Cooling tower space required is: on~ sq. ft./ ton 

size = 28 sq. ft. 

B. Party and Games --- ~,300 sq. ft. 

~ , 3,00 sg • ft. 
500 sq. ft. /ton = 17 tons 

Cooling tower size = 17 sq. ft. 
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c. Lo.cker and Health Club - 14,200 sq. ft. 

Jj-.2..?0.Q...J2.9. • ft ·-- . = 29 tons 
500 sq. ft. T ton 

Cooling tower size = 29 sq. ft. 

D. Ear and Lounge --- 5,000 sq. ft. 

5,000 S..,9..J~ ,ft. 
500 sq.~f~t~.~~~t-o-n = 10 tons 

Cooling tower size = 10 sq. ft. 

"NOTE: Information taken from the handbook 

A,B,"c•s of Air Cond.itioning. 

outdoor 
air intake 

ref. 
machine 

SCHEUATIC LAYOUT 

Pre-heater 
Dehumidifier 
Humidifier 
~ 
i 

: •--, Fi1 ter : 1 
I I .- J I 
I A. I 
I T I 1--
I I I 

1 · 
1 

1 1 Re-heater 

0 -4-- - _I_ - - - -_I I --- ~ - t --~- --_I 

I 

I I 
I I 
I i 

trap 

secondary 
supply air 

primary 

boiler 
r . ,. 

0----'41.1·~------- I 
supply air 

~--return air 
-- __ _L __ ~_- ---
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